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MatchStatistics is an all-in-one software for a real time analysis of sports betting. It generates a database with almost whole sports betting history for selected sports. Some of important features are: - it can find most profitable bets based on all possible oddses. - it can find efficient betting systems. - it can find a most profitable
odds combinations, you will be able to bet in combination of 1-x-2. - it can help you find profitable betting systems. - it can find highest possible odds. - it can find minimum bet for your chosen % of bankroll. - it can find most profitable odds combinations. - it can find highest odds of sportsbook - it can find lowest odds of
sportsbook. - it can find odds combinations that would allow to bet as % of bankroll. - it can find percentage of bankroll for each bet - it can find most profitable betting systems. - it can analyze expected value of every bet. - it can analyze results on time interval for every bet - it can analyze significance of outcomes - it can find
significant outcomes for chosen dates - it can find significant outcomes for every chosen date - it can find lowest possible bankroll per day - it can analyze sportsbook policies - it can find matching odds and limit per day - it can find winner based on overall performance - it can show overall winner based on overall performance -
it can show number of days - it can show number of wins - it can show number of losses - it can show number of ties - it can show number of bets - it can show number of losers - it can show number of games - it can show number of odds - it can show number of draws - it can show number of losers - it can show number of wins
- it can show number of ties - it can show number of losers - it can show number of wins - it can show number of odds - it can show number of draws - it can show number of bets - it can show number of wins - it can show number of losses - it can show number of ties - it can show number of losers - it can show number of draws -
it can show number of bets - it can show number of odds - it can show number of wins - it can show number of losses - it can show
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- Free - Over 200,000,000 bets analyzed - Over 200 sportsbetting markets analyzed - Over 40 sports - Non-Overtime, No Quarter Time, Day/Night, Full time, Half time - Over 15 football countries - Over 10 league competitions - Over 5 sports conferences (NBA, EURO, FIFA, AFF) - Over 4 continents (Europe, Asia, America,
Africa) - Nearly 1M unique bettors - Over 30 markets available: 4-up and 4-down, 2-up and 2-down - Also over 5 different bookmakers can be used with system at the same time. MATCHSTATISTICS is not a betting system. It's a tool that can be used to find useable value bets, chances to gain positive expected value from
betting in a long run. MATCHSTATISTICS is a quick way to find out where the system is consistent, unpredictable, and ineffective. It also works as a great backup to the system analysis when the system is relatively simple and you just need to compare you own analysis with statistics. MatchStatistics creates profit for yourself
and gives freedom of choosing between various betting options without any worries about negative returns and their consequences. MATCHSTATISTICS is a very simple and effective tool to make in-game decisions faster. Mathematically, you will be able to calculate future returns. In real life, when you are betting on football
matches, you don't know anything about the other's actual performance or statistical probabilities. MATCHSTATISTICS is a unique system of forecasts that allows you to predict the result of the game at the beginning of the season. MATCHSTATISTICS requires high time to the end user. With its implementation on personal
computers, MatchStatistics requires an affordable time to be used by sports betting addicts. Now you are able to find useable value bets, bets that give a gambler positive expected value. No one, who uses MatchStatistics, does not have knowledge of the odds calculation and mathematical analysis in sports betting. In addition,
MatchStatistics helps to enhance your knowledge of statistical probabilities and allows a user to better understand and choose between various betting options. Key Features: - Over 200,000,000 bets analyzed - Over 200 sports - Non-Overtime, No Quarter Time, Day/Night, Full time, Half time - Over 15 football countries - Over
10 league competitions - 2edc1e01e8
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MatchStatistics is the only one software application that combines all the features of finding the best possible bets in a long run, collecting, processing and processing data, visualizations of odds, analysis of odds volatility and statistical significance of positive expected value of the bets. It's a powerful and robust tool that
searches for massive holes in a global sportsbooks system. There are a lot of benefits of using MatchStatistics: - Mass analysis of a whole dataset of 1-x-2 bets. - Testing of 1-x-2 bets in a large number of combinations of percentages of bankroll, different gambler’s skills, skill levels of the opposition etc. - Analysis of optimal odds
in a long run, analysis of maximum and minimum odds over a time and analysis of odds volatility. - Searching for the most profitable combinations of bet types in a long run. - Visualization of odds, search for optimal odds in a long run, estimate odds volatility, find opportunities to bet in sportsbooks with lower liquidity. -
Analysis of statistical significance of positive expected value of bets. - Analysis of probability of winning or losing with one bet (or any other quantity) from the large sample of statistical test results. - Analysis of the maximum numbers of positive and negative outcomes of the bets. - A "live" database of scores and games to bet
on. - A database of bet types from different sports. - Quickly create your own betting strategy and observe the outcomes of betting and testing of different percentage of bankroll for each bet. - Quickly find the best percentage of bankroll for each bet and get the betting strategy with the best odds. - Combine the database with
Matlab, Excel, etc. - A fast and robust analytical tool that is as simple as it is powerful. The program saves a lot of time in the process of searching for value bets, for finding and testing the different percentage of bankroll for each bet in a long run. MatchStatistics is useful for: - Finding a user's optimal percentage of bankroll
for a given bet. - Finding a user's optimal bets, a user's optimal bet type in a given position. - Testing statistic significance of positive expected value of bets, it's useful to find how can a user earn more in a long run. - Finding the best betting systems by testing statistic significance of positive expected value of betting, it's useful
to find the most profitable betting systems. - Finding the
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What's New In MatchStatistics?

This is the step by step walkthrough of running your first and basic MatchStatistics report. We will be creating a quick betting strategy that will give us a positive expected value for long-term betting. As betting bankroll goes, we have set it to be 75% of our total bankroll. This will give us 0.75xBet amount to bet on each round
(the bet amount could be any amount of money from a few dollars to thousands of dollars). The first things that we will do is click "Create Game" and select betting round(s) and bet type (1xBet). We want to bet only on Teams, which is selected by default in the setup. The next step is to click on “Start Game” and “Start
Recording”. We are going to select our bet type as the “1xBet”, which we set the maximum bet to “$100”. Now, we have to select the rounds that we want to track, by clicking on “New round” next to the grey “Current Round” label, and selecting a round number from 1-40. Since the odds will be listed in descending order
(closer to 1), we will want to have a few rounds of lower odds so that the average of the odds will be more accurate. Now, we want to select the team/team-groups that we want to track. For this demonstration, we will select all teams, but later, we will have the option to select specific teams that we want to track. Also, we will
select the team/group name that we want to track by clicking on “Team Group” and select the “Team” name we want to track. So, we have all the info we need to start recording. Once you are ready, click “Start Recording”. Now, let’s play the recording and see how the first round looks like. The betting will start immediately,
and you will see the odds of all the teams at the top of the screen. Now, you can click on the top of the screen to view the odds. Now, we can add a round, for this first round, let’s use a 1/4 of our bet and add it to the selection box at the top right of the screen. Notice that the green box that we click on, expands to the full width
of the screen. We will be placing the bet on the “Bears” team. To the right of that box, you see that the line, which says “1/4 wagering” has been selected. This means that we will be placing a quarter of our bet on the team “Bears” and the rest of our bet on the team “Eagles”. This is what our betting round looks like
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System Requirements For MatchStatistics:

XBox 360, PS3, PC, Mac, Linux, PS Vita Xbox Live, PSN, or Steam account DVD or Blu-ray Disc drive Once installed, additional content may be purchased. To access additional content, login to PSN with your PlayStation Network account. PS Vita system and peripherals are sold separately. ©2010 Sony Computer
Entertainment Inc. Software ©2010 Konami Digital Entertainment ©2011 Square Enix. BATTLE SYSTEM, BATTLE SYSTEM ADVANCED, BATTLE SYSTEM EXTEND, BATTLE SYSTEM
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